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In the Woman's Connectional Missionary Council of the Colored Methodist
Episcopal Church there is a division responsible for the development of
rural work. This is knovm as the Division of Rural Work. During the year,
1948^ under the leadership of the chairman of rural work, Mrs. B. E, Mays,
a concrete project was undertaken in Jones county, Georgia. Cooperating
in this Project was the Bureau of Town and Country Work, Woman's Division
of Christian Sei^ce of the Board of Missions and Church Extension of the
Methodist Church, The purposes of the project were:
1. To make rural living more pleasant and more profitable
by strengthening religious activities and encouraging
recreational, physical, and economic progress.
2. To make it possible and pleasant for Negro youth to
stay on the land and to reduce to a minimum the ob¬
stacles that often make it necessary for them to
leave.
3. To encourage and increase possibilities and training
for Negro youth who must make their living in rural
areas.
This project was frequently referred to as "The Rural Venture."^
As a means of providing some continuity in the community organization
aspects of the project, a student from the Atlanta University School of
Social Work was placed in this community. This student served in the
capacity of an initial worker as well as a trainee in the project.
%rs. B. E. Mays, Chairman, Committee on Rural Work, A Rural Venture
(Atlanta: 1948) p. 2,
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The initiation of the riiral development program undertook the building
of a community center. This work involved inn\imerable activities such as
the following; obtaining a site, making and considering plans for the build
ing, locating available material, and securing funds. These activities
were directed through three of the Colored Methodist Episcopal Churches
which composed the Jones Circuit.
The field work student vras also advised to discover:
1. Health needs of the church communities of the county.
2. Present interest of the people in construction of a
community center building, types of materials needed,
and ways of securing these supplies.
3. Ways of increasing Sunday School attendance and im¬
proving techniques of presenting the Sunday School
lessons in the churches on the Circuit.
4. Methods of developing active Missionary Societies
started in the churches on the Jones Circuit.
5. Religious and recreational interest of youth and
adults and plan programs based on these needs.
The field worker lived in one of the homes in Jones County for a
period of six months working with the people of the county in varied activi
ties designed to accomplish objectives planned for this project. During
that time the author of this study developed an interest in presenting
some written material on this work. It was felt that such material might
prove helpful and perhaps stimulating to persons interested in the field
of community organization in rural areas.
Purpose of Study
The purposes of this study were; (1) to ascertain the social welfare
^Ibid.. p. 4*
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needs and problems of Negro families of three Colored Methodist Episcopal
Churches on the Jones Circuit, Jones County, Georgia; (2) to discover whether
any of the welfare needs of these families were being met and (3) to provide
information which may serve as a basis for future community organization
activities and planning in the covmty.
Scope and Limitation
This study was limited to three of the four churches comprising the
Jones County Circuit. One of the churches was in an adjoining county and
because of the possible differences in community characteristics it was not
included in the project.
The study did not cover all the families who were members of these
churches. It was limited to fifty families who were members of the three
churches included in this survey. The scope was widened to a degree by the
fact that an opportunity to observe and to perform field work activities
gave a chance for studying the entire community.
Method of Procedure
Four methods were employed in studying the welfare problems of the
families. A questionnaire-schedule, interviewing, documentary materials,
and organization and planning of community activities were the methods
utilized.
A schedule-questionnaire was constructed and used by the author in
house-to-house visits and interviews with members of the fifty families
studied.
In almost any community certain persons are considered leaders because
of profession, financial status, period of residence in the community or
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their civic-mindedness. With this in mind, the author selected eight persons
who were regarded as community leaders, and interviewed them with reference
to the various attitudes toward the development of better community organi¬
zation in the Covinty.
Agency heads, or the representatives, of agencies were interviewed
with the aim of obtaining their present plan of work for meeting specific
welfare needs of individual families in the area.
Documentary materials such as vital statistics and agricultural sta¬
tistics for the area were examined as secondary sources of information.
The organization and planning of community activities such as; Vacation
Bible Schools, Community Center activities, and Women's Missionary activi¬
ties were fruitful resources for further observation of personalities and
their promotion of community welfare.
CHAPTER II
GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
JONES COUNTY, GEORGIA
The general characteristics of the State of Georgia have been described
as predominantly rural in all of its aspects. It has been accredited as
being among the poorer states of the South in material wealth, and it has
ranked high in having its boundaries divided into more than its share of
counties with the county seat town serving as the ruling force for re¬
spective communities. The county of Jones occupied a relatively small
territory near the center of the state.
The topography of Jones County, Georgia showed great variation. Most
of the territory was hilly with a few level sections in spotted areas.
The soil in some localities was the Georgia typical red clay. In other
places sandy, or a mixture of sand and black loam were observed.
The United States census report for 1940 showed that the major portion
of the population in the counties of this state was rural.^ Jones County
was no exception in respect to its population. The total population for
all classes of inhabitants for this coxinty was 8,331, of this total 5,081
persons were Negroes. Ten years ago there were 5,874 Negroes.
In 1945, Jones County showed a total of 3,670 farmers, in 1940, 6,104
and in 1930, 7,049. These figures show the sharp decline of farmers over
a period of fifteen years. In 1930, the total farm population for white
persons was 2,248; for Negroes, 4,801. For the year, 1940, the total
farmers for white persons was 2,137j for Negroes, 3,968. Many small
United States Department of Commerce, Sixteenth Census Report, Popu¬
lation. Government Printing Office, 1940, p. 185.
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predoiriinantly rural counties of Georgia have continued to show a majority of
Negroes in their population.^
There were no cities in the county but several small towns were located
within its boundaries. The largest town and trading area was Gray, Georgia,
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the county seat. A local general store, theater, hotel, shoe shop, post
office, bank, combination electric shop and filling station, combination
grocery store and filling stations totaling three in number, a commercial
freezer, (the operators not only rented food storage space to any of the in¬
habitants desiring such service, but also bought at wholesale farm commodities
to freeze and to sell to interested purchasers), a paint shop, two filling
stations, two garages, and the railroad station completed the immediate busi¬
ness section of the town. The county courthouse and connecting buildings
were several blocks distant from this business area.
Haddock, Georgia was the next largest trading center which boasted of a
post office, bank, railroad station, two grocery stores and two general
stores.
James, Georgia was the smallest trading center in the area of this study.
A combination filling station, post office, and general store were located in
one building. It was the oldest, largest, and most popular trading center in
James.
Walter Brown, ’’Georgia Agricultural Statistics" Bulletin 543j (University
System of Georgia, November 1947) p. 54 (Mimeographed.)
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The general store was one that sold merchandise, groceries of all kinds
household articles, and a general line of drug items.
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These trading areas were also good representative types of others that
existed and operated throughout the county. Many families, however, made
weekly shopping trips, by bus generally and occasionally in the car of a
neighbor, to the nearby city of Macon, Georgia, or to the nearer, and larger
tovm of Milledgeville, Georgia. However, the local town trading centers did
not suffer too much, because most of the residents continued to purchase
their niajor needs in them.
In two of the communities, Janes and Haddock, most of the people worked
in the saw and planing mills. During the early spring and long rainy
seasons, the workers were fed and clothed on credit from the general stores
through the recommendation of their saw and planing mill employers. Likewise,
the large families, vAio worked on the farms of the store owners or prosperous
land owners, were also maintained diiring "off work" seasons. In these towns
too, the author observed that the gatherings aroxmd the stores were large
even on Friday afternoons, the last day of work for the mill workers and
often the cannery workers d\aring the working season. From early Saturday
morning until late in the evening, the fann families came to these towns
which made this day a very busy one for the store vrorkers. "All groups
were definitely characterized by the face-to-face relationships formed upon
direct experience, unconscious motivation, the wish for security and old
acquaintances."^ The men usually grouped off to talk about the crops, lodge
meetings, or the happenings on their various jobs at the mills or other
places. The women could invariably be found discussing the new spring
1
Carle C. Zimmerman, The Changing Commhnity (New York, 193S), p. 72.
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gardens, the welfare of the families in the coniraunities, a new brood of
chickens, or the last church meeting of their respective churches.
Outside the trade areas many persons were occupied in farming.
Farming has long been one of the chief occupatiorB in Jones
County. Cotton was king until the Boll Weevil dethroned it.
It is still hard for the old farmer to omit the cotton as he
plants.
Pepper and food stuffs were the chief crops. Farming has
decreased as saw and planing mills gave employment to many
young men who were not in the army.^
Quite a few of the white famers grew large peach orchards. Most of
the store owners were also peach growers. The gathering, packing, and
shipping of this fruit gave seasonal employment to many of the Negroes in
this vicinity. Two packing and shipping combination houses, Spaulding and
the Williams, constructed some years ago near the m.ain railroad line and
station, facilitated the exporting of this product.
The Cherokee Canning Company, constructed in recent years, provided
seasonal employment to a limited number of women and men. This plant was
considered the major factor in the growth of the second largest trading area
included in this study, namely Haddock, Georgia. As a mile, a mother or
female member of the families in this area was found working in the cannery.
The ^lromen assisted in the manufacturing of such food products as pimento
peppers, peaches, peas, beans, and many other products grown in the county
and surrounding towns. Pimento pepper seemed to have been the favorite pro¬
duction of this cannery. White and Negro farmers were given plants to raise
on a percentage basis for the production of this crop.
Despite the industries in the county, the niamber of people desiring work
^rs. B. E. Mays, op. cit., p. 2.
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still anpeared greater than the demand; consequently this and the lure of
higher wages and adventure to be foimd in the large cities had caused many
of the young people to go elsewhere for means of making a living.
Jones county was crossed by the Georgia and Central of Georgia railroads.
Two national buses also served this territory regularly. One of the church
women used this means of transportation for getting her farm produce to the
larger nearby town of Milledgeville, Georgia, to sell.
The main and only United States highway routed through this area was
Highway niomber 129. First Class State Highv/ays that were available for
travel or transportation were Highways twenty-two, eleven, and forty-nine.
Highway eighteen is the only third class State High\^ay that connected others
in this area.
General facilities for recreation in Jones County were limited; but,
local lodges were a prevalent influence on the lives of the Negro group in
the county. There were at least three lodges whose membership was large and
their financial positions were rated as good bj'’ the local banks. The lodge
buildings were the usual and familiar two story, weather worn, unpainted
framed constructions.
The population of Jones county may be regarded as having certain general
groups. There was the farm population group which was the first and largest
occupational group.^ These people lived on farms of their ora or rented ones.
In each of the communities studied, this type was found. According to Kolb
and Brunner, ''They are the primary producers, the followers of man's oldest
States Department of Commerce, 0£. cit.. p. 279.
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occupation and most ancient art."^
The non-farm population was the second largest group. The families who
worked in the planing and saw mills and the cannery comprised this group.
A limited few, men and women who follo'wed domestic services and trades,
were also a part of this group.
There were also 278 non-white employed workers fourteen years old and
older, employed as farmers and farm managers. There were 66? employed as
farm laborers (wage) workers and foremen and 197 employed as farm laborers
and unpaid workers.
A total of twenty-six professional workers was located in the county,
also twenty-six Craftsmen such as carpenters were found. Domestic service
workers for men were eight and for women 215^ clerical and kindred workers
such as "clerks" in the stores were only three. There were sixty-one en¬
gaged in operatives and kindred works, and eighteen classified as service
workers, except domestic.
The total number of Negroes employed for the co\inty report for 1940
2
(exception public emergency work) was 1,741.
^J. H. Kolb and Edmund de S. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society; Its
Organization and Changes (New York, 1940), p. 73.
^Ibid.
CHAPTER III
SOCIAL PROBLEt'IS IN JONES COUNTY, GEORGIA
The fifty families interviewed for this study included forty-eight
mothers, two aunts acting as mother surrogates, and forty-one fathers. There
were three cases of widowhood, three of divorce, and three of birth out of
wedlock in vdiich there were no male heads on the scene. Of this group, inter¬
views were held with forty-four mothers and six fathers.
Family Life in Jones County
These people were customarily referred to in terms of their family set¬
tings. Even if only one individual was under discussion, it was still in
terms of the family he came from, the relationship of the family in respect
to other families of the community and how he was regarded in this family
group,
Kolb and Brunner verified the general marital status of rural families
by the census- "According to the census more people marry in rural than in
urban society."^
The father was usually the dominant character in these families. In
his desire to make the farm pay, his large family was regarded purely as
"financial assets" in working the land to make it pay. The children were
often denied the ri^t to attend school for even fifty per cent of a school
year. Moreover, the father only became genuinely concerned about the health
of his family when the individual became so incapacitated that he or she was
unable to do the regular chores. Other needs of the family were often
^J. H, Kolb and Edmimd de S. Brunner, A Study of Rural Society; Its
Organization and Changes (Nev; York, 1935), p. 25.
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overlooked. An illustration of such a father was the case of the A family.
A Family
Mr. and Mrs. A. were the parents of fifteen children. Four¬
teen were living at the time the author visited this home for the
interview. Only nine children.were living at home.
The family lived in a rented three room and unpainted house.
There were two bedrooms. One contained a three piece bedroom
suite, an iron bed, and other furniture. The other bedroom appeared
to have two beds and several chairs. Kitchen furniture consisted of
a worn wood burning range and table in the third room, the kitchen,
completed the furnishings for this family. The farm and house were
rented on a yearly basis.
The father estimated that he and seven of the children worked
about sixty acres. The two oldest boys now at home worked regu¬
larly at the saw mill, but the father stated that they stopped to
help on the fann during the farming season or when it was too wet
to work at the mill.
Mr. A. had only visited the office of the doctor once for
what he described as a dislocated shoulder blade. He stated that
the doctor did not seem to have helped the misery he felt in his
shoulder.
Most of the fifteen children in this family had been delivered
by a midwife. Mrs. A. had only the services of the doctor during
the delivery of two. The mother stated that she suffered with high
blood pressure, her heart, and swollen feet. Mrs. A. also informed
the writer that she had been going to a Negro doctor about twice a
month of this year.
The youngest member of the family, a boy of six, had run into
the corner of the house while playing more than a week before the
Interview and hit his forehead so hard that it took the skin off,
reported the father. The head of the child was badly swollen and
seemed to have had considerable pus in the affected place. Kero¬
sene and Alcohol were the remedies that had been used on this
wound up to that time.
A two week Vacation Bible School was conducted on a half-day
basis. A twin sister, age thirteen, a younger brother, age eleven,
who appeared to be interested, alert, and displayed unusual creative
ability in working with molding clay, were only able to attend this
school one day. The other twin sister was only able to attend two
days because she spent one night at the home of an older married
sister and her family.
This case seemed to correlate with the statement of Josephine C. Brown,
"The farmer's relationship to his fanily tends to be patriarchal and his




Status of Families in Jones Covinty
Quite a few families regarded as "prominent" were discovered through the
visitations and interviews. The B. family is an i]lustration of one such
families.
B Family
Mrs. B. was a widow. She v;as the mother of twelve children.
At the time of intervievij there were nine living children. Only
three were living at home with Mrs. B. Two brothers, ages twenty-
one and twenty-two respectively and a daughter, the yo\angest mem¬
ber of the family, age nineteen. All of these persons were single.
The home of Mrs. B. was a large, white, nine room frame house.
It had a winding front porch that extended from one side of the
house to the other. A white picket fence enclosed the house and
surrounding yard of shrubbery and flowers.
There was a modern and attractive three piece suite in the
living room. A Zenith cabinet radio-victrola combination that
played twelve records at one playing, occupied one corner of this
room. There was an open fireplace but, a gas heater stood before
it and was used instead. A modern and appealing looking coffee
table and flowered draperies completed the setting of the living
room. The 11:3118 and ceilings were painted in soft pastel colors.
The bedrooms in this home were four in niamber. Two beds were
in each room except the front bedroom which had a modem three
piece bedroom suite in it. This room was designated as the room
of the oldest girl who no longer lived at home. The second bed¬
room also had a three piece bedroom suite and an extra iron painted
bed. The other bedrooms had the ordinary iron painted beds, dressers,
and chairs.
Furnishings in the dining room consisted of a three piece Duncan
Phyfe suite.
The kitchen had a new Westinghouse refrigerator and electric gas
range by the same designer (Westinghouse), There was also a modern
sink with plumbing fixtures.
This family was also fortunate in having an indoor bathroom with
hot and cold water.
The family had a car that was of fairly recent model and was kept
in good running condition. This was one of the families who shopped not
only at the local trading centers but also in the nearby city or larger
tovais.
Mrs. B. had lived in this home around thirty-two years. She had
lived in the community all of her life. Mrs. B. readily gave the im¬
pression as having an aggressive personality and being a good business
woman.
The husband of Mrs. B. had been deceased for a number of years.
He left his possessions not only to Mrs. B. and her children, but also
to nine other children of a former marriage. Six of these children had
built homes on this same property, iill of these homes had been painted
on the outside, papered, or painted on the inside, had well kept
grounds and cars. One brother-in-law and a brother were having
a fish pond dug on their place. A daughter of this original
family of nine, also had a son who was married and had in turn
built a very cozy looking home for his wife and baby girl of three.
The total acreage for the B. family was 1340 acres. This land
had already been deeded and surveyed. Members of each family group
owned individual plots which ranged from sixty acres or more to
over a hundred acres. Mr. B.'s original purchase of five hundred
acres had been increased by him and the members of his family be¬
fore he died. This land had been owned by the B. family for the
past fifty or sixty years.
The definition of a family and its varying composition, set forth by
Kolb and Brunner, seemed a fitting portrayal of the B. family.
The family can be defined as a genetic group bound by kinship
and marital ties. It is a group consisting of father, mother, and
children, living together lander one roof. Many times rural house¬
holds are not so simply composed as this. A grandfather or maiden
aunt may be living there also, or perhaps a younger family is living
with the parents....
The younger family may live in a separate house on the same farm
or in the same village as the parents.
There may also be married brothers or sisters, aunts or uncles.
In this case it is the "great family" of relatives.^
Another family that was considered as an outstanding one but from a
different point of view was the C family. The influence of this family had
been strongly felt and imbedded in the lives of this group for a number of
years. A family of twin spinsters, one of whom, was still a dominating
personality, is depicted in case C.
C Family
The twin spinsters of the C faJilily were unlike twins. They were
not only unlike in physical features but in personality as well. One
was plump and quite tall. She was also conservative in dress and
withdrawn in manner. The other twin, was diminutive in size, yet
sparkling with life in spite of the fact that she had passed the sixty
year mark in age. Miss C. tried to keep abreast of community and world
happenings and subscitLbed for several current magazines and local
^bid • i pp. 17-18.
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newspapers. She and her sister had taught school for many years,
and they were at the time teaching in a one-teacher rural school.
Former students of Miss C. were outstanding persons in the community.
Their home was truly one of the old landmark type. It was built
by their father who was considered as one of the true craftsman. The
house was a large five room frame stiMcture. The interior walls
throughout the house were of plaster with the exception of the spacious
hall and huge kitchen.
When Communion services had to be prepared, it was as a rule,
this vivacious sister vrtio rounded the women together and secured a
ciruulating committee who not only took care of this service, but also
kept the altar chairs and other coverings clean and fresh for regular
church services and funeral occasions. High school graduates who were
members of the church were invariably called to the attention of the
congregation for recognition because of such achievement by Miss C.
Miss C. was selected to represent the women of the Circuit and
attended a Leadership Training Course at Paine College, Augusta,
Georgia. She brought back an interesting miscellaneous art collection
of some of the crafts she had learned to do at the training course
and gave a very inspirational report at one of the culminating Vacation
Bible School programs.
She had been a church member for the past forty-five years. Miss
C was president of the Missionary Board, Number three, a member of the
Stewardess Board and a general class leader.
These inteinriews conveyed a nuinber of social welfare problems such as:
limited educational opportunities for adults and older youths in the
commiinity; lack of adequate recreation and religious programs; meager health
facilities to meet the needs of these people; and ineffectual social and
economic programs in the county.
Illegitimacy
Children born out of wedlock were not uncommon occurences for Jones
county. Only three families were disclosed that had children born-out of wed¬
lock because the mothers in these instances were the heads of their families.
The vrriter discovered that there were children in the fifty families interviewed
who were also born out of wedlock to the older teen age girls and young women
in these church communities. Visitations to homes of families not included in
this study and community activities revealed the fact that many families
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possessed children bom out of wedlock. The attitude of these families toward
this condition seemed on the whole, one of acceptance. In one of these fami¬
lies, where the mother represented the family head, there vrere two sets of
children bom out of wedlock and the oldest teen-age daughter had recently
given birth to a baby boy born out of wedlock. An illustration of the
general acceptance was that of the E. family along with other problems.
E Family
Mrs. E. was the mother of eight living children. Six of her
children were living at hopie. The oldest children were a brother,
twenty-eight and a sister, twenty-six, both were single and had
been classed as feeble-minded. Mrs. E, stated that she secured
"dependent aid" from the government for these two because their
father viho was deceased was a World War I veteran. The next oldest
a girl of seventeen, had a baby boy, two months old, born out of
wedlock. Another daughter, fourteen, was still in school. This
daughter had followed the white family she worked for as far as
Florida for the summer and was earning money to buy clothes and
had helped the family by bu^/lng a pig for the family, proudly in¬
formed the mother. Another daughter, age ten, and a son, age
seven, represented the four members of the family who were half
sisters and brothers to the two grown feeble-minded ones.
The putative father of these four lived in a nearby city.
He supported the family by bringing out food some week ends and
also clothing when the children needed it, declared Mrs. E., even
though she and the putative father were not separated.
Mrs. E. and her family lived in a four room, unpainted house
which an older son was now helping to buy informed Mrs. E. One
bedroom had three beds in it. Mrs. S. stated that she and the
children slept in this room most of the time. Another room was a
combination living and bedroom. A small room seemed to be used as
"a catch all" for discarded clothing, furniture, and storage of
food.
Mrs. E. proudly stated that she had gone as far as the eight?i
grade and even taught school during her earlier life. The seventeen
year old daughter, mother of the two month old son born out of wed¬
lock, stopped school because of pregnancy, in the tenth grade.
The writer v;as told by the mother, Mrs. E., that she was at
this time a sufferer of high blood pressure and was -undergoing the
menopause period.
Aubrey Williams in a paper on "Rural America and Social Work" presented
at the conference of the Thirteenth American County Life, 1930, stated that
the need for qualified social workers was great, particularly in problems
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of delinquency.
The attitude prevails, by and large, among rural leaders that there
is little delinquency in their neighborhood, village, or coiinty; where¬
as records from adequate metropolitan agencies indicate that especially
in the field of un-mother, a considerable proportion of those who come
to the agencies for service, as indeed in some centers almost fifty
per cent of the cases, are from the rural parts of the state.
Religion
The church families of Jones County, Georgia vxere, on the whole, interested
in their churches. Findings on religion indicated that there were a greater
number of wives and mothers holding merribership in these churches than hus¬
bands. There were forty-seven wives and mothers who vrere members of the
Colored Methodist Episcopal Churches and five vdves and mothers who were
members of churches other than the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church,^ but
that their husbands were often found to be members of the C. M. E. Churches
and vice versa for the husbands. Only twenty-six husbands were found to be
members of the C. M, E. Churches; eleven, who were members of churches other
than the C. M. E. Churches, seven were not members of any church, and for
six there was no report.
On the matter of church attendance, there was 37.5 per cent who attended
regularly and 40.6 per cent that attended sometimes and 21.9 per cent who
admitted that their attendance was poor.
Only 42.2 per cent were affiliated members of some of the religious
^Aubrey Williams, Public Relief and Rural Families-'*Rural America-and
Social Work,” Proceedings of the Thirteenth American Country Life Con¬
ference 1931 p. 137.
2
Colored Methodist Episcopal Church shall here after be referred to as
C. M. E.
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organizations within the church, whereas 57.8 per cent of the members were
non-participants in any of the church activities.
The tenure of membership for husbands and wives did not show too great
a difference. Table 1 illustrates this fact.
TABLE 1
LENGTH OF MEMBERSHIP














There were 15 fathers not reported for and 5 mothers.
Recreation
Recreational activities for these fifty families were varied. Baseball
was one form of recreation that was enjoyed by young and old.
The men in this study liked to hunt, fish, and visit about the community
and at the stores on Friday afternoons and all day Saturdays when they came
for their weekly supplies of food and other materials.
Recreation for the women consisted of visiting the trading centers on the
week ends and engaging in conversation as they sat in groups on the crudely
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constructed benches outside the general stores or grocery store, or stood
about on the streets as the men exchanging news and bits of gossip. Many
women liked to fish, to read and to do fancy sewing.
A few families who had cars attended the movie on Saturday nights or
during the week when a good picture was showing.
The teen age group and youths often visited the "juke joints" and
local high school to dance and to have fun in undirected group activities.
Most of the adult members attended church services on their respective
church Sundays. Young people only had a good representation there for
special programs or services in which they participated. Sxinday School
was the second type of religious activity that had a fair representation
of the young and the old, and these activities were in a sense a source of
recreation.
CHAPTER IV
ECONOMIC PR0BLEI13 IN JONES COUNTY, GEORGIA
Education
The total educational level of the fifty mothers and forty-one fathers
was concentrated in grades five and six. However, the grade level for the
fathers ranged from the first through the ninth grade. The educational
status of this group showed its peak to be that of the thii^i grade. Only two
fathers had attended school beyond the elementary grades. On the other hand,
the grade level for the mothers ranged from the third grade through second
year of college. Most of the mothers had attained the upper elementary
school grade levels and one was found to be a high school graduate. There
were five who had completed the eighth grade, tvro who stopped in the ninth
grade, and two more who discontinued their education in the tenth grade.
Twin spinsters, mother surrogates, who were county school teachers possessed
two years of college training.
Daughters twelve and over showed a grade level that ranged from the
fifth grade to completion of high school. Percentages for this group in the
elementary and high school grades were nearly equal.
The educational level for sons twelve and over ranged from the third
grade to that of two years of college training. The youths had a higher grade
level, for there were two in this age range who were still in college with
classification of sophomores and were definitely planning to complete the
remaining two years of college work. Table 2 in the appendix portrays
additional facts regarding the educational status of these fifty families.
Findings from the schedule revealed that the families interviewed wanted
their children to make better educational advancements than they, themselves
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had done. There v;ere seven who wanted their children to finish grammar
school, eleven who wished their children to finish college and twenty-
eight who hoped that their children would go as far as they could. The
educational level of the families who hoped for their children to go as
far as they could were generally that of the elementary grade level.
Nevertheless, this interest did not seem to be manifested in regard
to participation in Parent-Teacher Association. It was discovered that
forty-four parents were not participating in such an organization. There
were only nine families who did participate. FamiiLies who did not know
the teachers of their children totaled twenty-eight. Only one family
attended such meetings regularly, and eight attended sometimes.
Knowledge of conditions in and around the school by the parents of
these families varied. Queries revealed that twenty-two felt that the
seating facilities in their schools were adequate, fifteen considered
such inadequate, and thirteen did not know. IVhen questioned about lighting,
forty-two stated that the lighting (electricity) was adequate and eight xdio
did not have electric lights, stated that the lighting facilities were in¬
adequate. In reference to water supply, twenty-nine stated that the water
secured from the well of a neighbor for the use of the school children and
teachers was adequate, only four stated that the school needed a well of
its ovm and that the present supply was insufficient, seventeen did not
know about the vrater supply.
The knowledge of school equipment disclosed the follovdng facts; fifteen
declared the school equipment adequate, six stated that more was needed and
twenty-nine did not know.
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Perhaps, the analysis of Edmund de 3. Brunner regarding the attitude
of the Negroes about community enterprises may be considered as a factor for
the attitude shown by these families of Jones County, Georgia.
Negroes are a minority group in America and for a number of
reasons do not share equally in the community life in any part
of the nation. Consequently they do not feel that they have full
freedom to participate in community enterprises.^
Older youths in Jones County often displayed a lower educational level
than the pre-adolescent or adolescent age group. This was especially true
of the young men of the community. In many instances, the outstanding
cause for this condition was generally the economic status of his family.
The boys of such families were often forced to leave school because of the
illness of the fath.er or mother or the need to supplement the income of
the family during a poor farm year. The following case illustrates the
plight of such a youth;
D Family
Mr. D. was a youth of nineteen. He was among the many youths
who vrorked regularly in one of the local saw mills.
During the past summer he was a member of the local baseball
team. Mr. D. was considered a good player. Most of his tine after
work was spent practicing for games that this team .usually played
with other neighboring teams on an occasional Saturday , or, as a
rule, Sunday afternoons.
At one of the regular choir rehearsal Mr. D. was called upon
to do some reading. At first we thought that he just did not feel
in the mood to read, but we found out through his own declaration,
"I just canit read, that's all," was a true one.
Upon a home visit while making this study, the mother, of her
own accord, brought up the subject of her son not being able to
read. 'HVhen my husband was stricken with a severe illness, my son
just had to stop and help out here at home."
Strangely enough, the mother read exceptionally well and was
an avid reader (Mrs. D. and her three younger daughters were regu¬
lar Sunday School members). Mrs. D. served often as a Sunday
School teacher. She readily declared that she went as far as the
eighth grade. A former classmate of Mrs. D.'s stated that she
^Edmund de S. Brunner et al., Community Organization and Adult Education
(Chapel Hill, 1942), p. 89.
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(Mrs. D.) was above the average in intelligence.
Work and Lesser made the following comments about the educational
opportunities for the rural youth:
Rural youth need educational opportunities not only so that
they can take their rightful place in the nation's economy but,
equally important, so that they can find the fullest amount of
satisfaction in personal and family life and fulfill their civic
responsibilities whether they move to the city or remain in the
country....
In fact, however, older rural youth are out of school in larger
proportion than their urban contemporaries.!
Health and Sanitation
The findings in regard to the health phase of the selected families
studied showed that the health of the adults varied. There were twenty
mothers who reported their health was good; fifteen whose health was fair;
and fifteen whose health vras poor. There vrere thirty-four of the fathers
vrho stated that their health was good; three whose health was fair, and
three whose health was poor. County health workers of Jones county looked
after the health of the children through the schools.
Home visits to these families by the doctor were as follows: thirty
of the mothers had required such visits; nine of the fathers had required
such visits; and eleven of the children were visited. Visits to the office
of the doctor by these families had been made by three of the mothers, two
of the fathers, and by one of the children.
The families of Jones county, Georgia who were included in this study
relied heavily on home remedies and non-prescribed medicines. There were
George A, Works and Simon 0.
1942), p. 279.
Lesser, Rural America Today (Chicago,
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thirty-one of these families who resorted to the use of home remedies, and
nineteen who relied upon the use of non-prescribed medicines. Rabbit
tobacco (a weed), and teas, brewed from pine needles, lead in their uses for
colds. Kerosene, salt, liniments, and alcohol were the non-prescribed
medicines most frequently used.
The types of toilets foimd in use by the families studied were as follows
indoor (modem) two; pit-type, three; outdoor, nineteen; and those who had
no toilet.facilities numbered twenty-six. This latter group represented
families without toilets of any kind. Outdoor toilets were the usual frame
box-type variety with a gunny sack or a loose plank or two serving as the
protective entrance. The county health law required pit-type toilets.^
Only three of these families met this requirement.
Source of water supply ranged from a pond with an electric pump and
water piped for indoor and outdoor use for one family, a brick curbed well
with an electric pump that was used by two families to seven families who
had no wells or springs of their o^m to secure water from. There were seven
who used open springs; sixteen who used and had totally bricked curbed wells;
five who had partially prick curbed wells, three with wells of wooden curbs
and twelve who used the well of a neighbor.
Only eight families had all of their windows screened. Ten families
were found with front cind back doors screened. Thirty-four families were
discovered to be without screened vdndows or doors. This latter group
generally represented the families living in houses owned by the saw mill
^Conference, County Nurse, Mrs. Lillian Young (Jones county, Georgia),
April 22, 1948.
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employers or of other persons, who ovjned the house and land they were renting.
The homes were found to have adequately screened windows and doors.
Foods were preserved by these families in numerous ways. There were
five families who kept their food fresh by means of a refrigerator, twenty-
three who kept their food fresh by means of an ice box, three who used im¬
provised means, and nineteen who had no means of keeping their food fresh.
The improvised methods for food preservation varied. Two families used an
extension screened box attached to the kitchen window for preservation of
such foods as milk and butter. Another family put the butter or whatever
food item it wanted to keep cool in a container which was placed in the
empty well bucket and lowered into the well close to the level of the water.
A loop was tied in the well rope to keep the bucket at the desired level.
Despite the slow awakening that families of Jones county were under¬
going, they still had a feeling for the less fortunate families. Many
situations were of such long duration that families and church financial aid
had been reduced to two families. Maybe the families involved were at fault
because of laziness and shiftlessness on their part or perhaps because of
other needs. An illustration of families in need of assistance in health
and sanitation, finance, and housing seemed evident in the F and G families.
F Family
Mr. F. was the father of five children. The ages of.these
children ranged from six years of age to twelve. The mother died
in childbirth with the fifth child six years ago.
The children and Hr.,F. lived in a two room unpainted house
which was a sawmill house, but he rented it by the month for a few
dollars.
A girl of twelve, the oldest member of the family, seemed frail
and had recently started menstrua,tion. The next oldest was another
girl of ten who constantly suffered vdth an upset stomach. A boy of
eight came next. He was aggressive, yet cried readily when reprimanded
for any misdeameanor, however, slight. Next, was a boy of seven with
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siriiilar tendencies. The youngest member of this family was a. boy of
six. This boy was severely burned about two years ago. Through the
interest of the county nurse and an interested rich white man, he was
hospitalized in Augusta, Georgia for nearly a year.
Mr. F. was in poor health and suffered with his side. Two
doctors had recently informed him that he needed an operation. This
it seemed he could not make up his mind to do. He had not been able
to work regularly because of his physical condition which appeared to
become acute with the passing of time.
G Family
Mr. G. v;as an invalid. He was a recipient of the old age pension.
He and his family lived in a three room frame house. There were seven
children all grom v;ho had been married, but were separated and v;ere
now living at home with Mr. G. and his wife. He was the father of the
youngest married daughter. The other persons were children of his
wife by a former marriage. A young woman with a. fifteen month boy
born out of \iredlock lived with this family too. The oldest married
daughter v?ho lived at home had a ten year old son.
No modern windows were in the house. There were only two (viin-
dows), one for each bedroom was noted. These v/indows vrere wooden
ones with hinges to open and shut. There were only two bedrooms.
Three beds were in one room and one bed was in the second. The third
room was the kitchen.
Upon entrance into the house, the pungent aroma of stale urine
bed clothing and bodily odors of the invalid assailed the nostrils.
Sheer will power and the need for the interview forced the author
to complete the intervievv. Intermittent walks were taken to the door
for fresh air.
All the members of the family, particularly the grovm children
were always neatly attired when they attended any of the community
activities.
Social Service
There was a need for more adequate provision for the care of World War
II veterans, especially, the mentally defective ones. An illustration of
what did happen in families vrhen such persons were not properly looked after
may be seen in the two families of cases H and I.
H Family
Mr. H. came home on a furlough during the war. He was the oldest
of eleven living children. It was not long before the members of his
farailj’' became aware of the fact that Mr. H. was not well and that his
manner of actions and talking were unusual. He was taken to one or
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two local physicians, however, his condition grew worse. The climax
came when he threw two small children down the family well. One of
the children was his baby sister and the other was the child of one
of his married sisters. Mr. H. was then conveyed to the county jail
and locked up. It was months before these authorities through the
belated efforts of the Veterans Administration, transferred Mr. H.
to the state institution at Milledgeville, Georgia, where he was
still being held at the time the writer interviewed the family.
I Family
Mr. I. and a younger brother left home to win the war. At the
cessation of fighting on both war fronts, the brothers were each
properly discharged and returned to their home in Jones county.
Their mother has been an invalid for years and the neighbors
who visited the home declared that her mind had a tendency to "wander
off" for a niimber of years.
Mr. I could talk rather normally most of the time. However,
it was not unusual to see Mr. I wearing vivid red fingemail polish
on his nails. If he went on a drinking spree "with the fellows," he
became a madman and tried to kill all the German and Japanese soldiers
he encountered all over again here at home. Once he violently attacked
his invalid mother. The timely intervention of his father and brother
averted any other physical harm that might have been done. Mr. I. was
yet at home helping his father on the farm at the time of this interview.
Housing
Housing conditions in Jones county, Georgia of the families included
in this study had some interesting features. In one of the church communities,
all houses occupied by Negroes were painted green; those by the white were
painted white. This was a sawmill community and these houses were owned by
the sawmill employers.
However, in most sawmill communities, the houses occupied by Negroes
were unpainted. As a rule, the houses occupied by the families included in
this study who followed the occupation of farming were not painted. These
were the houses owned by the local storekeepers, fniit growers and a few
business people. A few exceptions for houses in this group were painted
red or covered with imitation brick siding. In one sawmill community,
another exception to the rale of living in houses by each group in
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accordance to color of house, v;as observed—there were a few Negro and white
families who lived in houses that were painted the same green color.
TABLE 2
STATUS OF HOME COMPANY
Plan Nmber
Own-free of encymbrances 18
Sa.winlll renting”. 7
Sawmill occupancy at no rent 12
Renting othen'fise 4
Living in house of employer 7
In process of purchasing 2
Total 50
*Five rented on monthly basis; two paid rent yearly.
One of the families included in this study rented otherwise from an¬
other family who owned the house they lived in on a yearly basis.
Families who lived in the houses of their employers performing such
work as farming and domestic services, w^ere not obligated to pay rent either.
One of the families in the process of buying its home had lived in this
home approximately forty years, at least the parents of the wife had lived
in the house, reared her, now she was married and with her husband was rear¬
ing her family in it. The oldest daughter who was living in one of the
eastern states, started the family to buying the house and land in 1945 when
the owner declared intentions of selling it. This family hoped to complete
paying for it during the year of 1948.
The number of rooms to a house was typical in most respects for the
houses found in the sawmill community. Most of these houses occupied by
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families who paid no rent ha.d from two to four rooms; occasionally, one or
two houses with a family of eight or twelve was fortunate in having five
rooms. Table 4 which is to be found in the appendix indicates in greater
detail the home occupancy of the fifty families.
Forty families were living in houses that were neither painted nor
papered, inside or out. Only families who owned homes free of debts vrere
papered or painted and were attractive in appearance.
Table 3 indicates that more families owned radios than any other




Type In Use Not in Use Total Number
Piano 1 1 2
Radio 41 8 49
Victrola 6 10 16
Automobile 12 4 16
Truck 4 — A
Sewing Machine 10 1 11
Pressure Cooker 1 — 1
Cedar Chest 1 — 1
V/ardrobes 3 — 3
Though only one pressure cooker was found in the homes of the families
included in this study, the writer discovered that most of the families com¬
prising this study did do a great deal of canning and preserving of fruits
and vegetables. However, glass jars were chiefly used for the contents of
such.
CHAPTER V
RESOURCES IN JONES COUNTY, GEORGIA
Education
There were twenty-four Negro elementary schools in Jones County. Only
one Negro high school was located there. Typical types of rural schools
were found as: one-teacher schools of which there were seventeen; two-
teacher schools totalling five in nvunber and two of the three-teacher type.
The rural high school had a faculty of nine teachers. However, one of the
three-teacher schools in the largest community of this study was called a
junior high school for the grades ranged from the first to the ninth grade
and the subjects for the upper elementary and high school grades were taught
by one of the teachers and principal of the school.
No provision for transporting children in surrounding areas of the county
to the local high school had been made. The author was informed that plans
were underway for available transportation by September 1949.^
Every school biiilding provided for Negro children vras of frame structure.
Less than five of the twenty-five schools were painted on the outside and
only two had most of the rooms painted inside, A few of the churches and
lodge halls were yet serving dual purposes as classrooms and school buildings
and for their original purposes of church services and lodge meetings.
In the elementary schools the grades offered were from the first to the
seventh, and in the local high school from the first to the eleventh grades
were offered.- It also had departmental teachers for English, music and
interview with State Director Negro Education, Mr. Robert L. Cousins
(state Department of Negro Education, Atlanta, Georgia, February 2, 1948).
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homemaking. Most of the schools of the County, had a nine month term.
The educational status of the teachers of Jones County, Georgia was as
follows; there were four teachers with Coiinty license? twelve teachers with
one year college training or less; thirteen with two years college training;
three teachers with three years college training; nine teachers with four
years college training and one vvlth five years college training. The Jeanes
Supervising teacher who served as administrator and supervisor of these
schools held a Master of Arts degree. One teacher had completed one year
of graduate work.
In the elementary schools the pupil attendance ranged from nineteen to
one hundred and twenty-two (junior high schools previously mentioned). The
iniral high school had an attendance of two hundred and twenty-six.^
A survey of the formal education of Negro elementary school
teachers in the seventeen southern states revealed that, in 1930-
31, 23 per cent of these teachers had no formal education other
than four years or less of high school; 56 per cent had from six
weeks to two years in college; 21 per cent had more than two but
not more than four years in college; and only 1 per cent had as
much as a year of graduate work.^
Health and Sanitation Provision
Health conditions in Jones County, Georgia received more attention in
some respects than other economic and social problems. The Jones County
Health Department, which was accredited for laying the ground work, had
followed this type of health program for the Negroes of the County;
^iles of the State Department of Negro Education, State Department of
Education, Atlanta, Georgia, September, 1947-January, 1948*
2
George A. Works and Simon 0. Lesser, op. cit., p. 344.
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1. Vaccinations were given yearly to those needing them, es¬
pecially the school children.
2. Venereal diseased patients were sent to the nearest centers
designed for the treatment of such cases.
3. X-Ray was given to families that were suspected victims of
tuberculosis and those found with such germs were to
the Tuberculosis Hospital at Rome, Georgia or to a doctor in
Macon, Georgia. Individuals were given assistance on the ex¬
pense.
4. The following kinds of shots were given yearly or as needed to
school children and pre-school children; diptheria, typhoid and
whooping cough—these were given by the county nurse.
5. A general yearly examination was given the school children by
the county doctor. The county doctor recommended dentistry
needs to the county dentist. This county official in turn
made specific examination of the recommended cases and informed
and encouraged the parents to send their children to the clinic
for extractions or treatment. The fee was fifty cents for the
extraction of one tooth.
6. Pre-natal care was given special emphasis.
7. Post-natal care was given to the mothers too.^
The county doctor visited the county twice a week. The county nurse
worked at the County Health Office from Monday through Thursday and some¬
times on Fridays if she was not operating her two decentralized clinics.
One of these was held every two weeks in the James community and another in
the Haddock community every other Friday or Saturday morning.^
The findings in regard to the health phase of the selected families
studied shov/ed by the folloxiring that a definite attempt was made to carry
out the objectives outlined by the Jones County Health Department.
interview with Mrs. Marie H. Collins, Jeanes Supervising Teacher
(Jones County, Georgia, March 20, 1948).
Summary reports of field work student submitted to Atlanta University
School of Social Work Jvine 1, 1948.
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Vaccinations for small pox were given to fifty-eight children, tvro
fathers and four mothers. School children were generally vacinated at their
respective schools. This accounted for the high number of vaccinations in
this group. There were a few far-sighted adults who felt that since they
had not had vaccinations as children, it was wise to take advantage of such
services. Children who were brought by their parents to temporary dines
had passed getting their shots at schools or were of the pre-school age group.
The Jeanes Supervising teacher and the author vrorked out jointly the
following health objectives for the county which was presented to the teachers
at a county-wide Teachers' meeting:
1. That every school in the county observe National Negro Health
Week by setting up not more than three objectives to work on
in their school communities.
2. That every family observe this special vreek by starting a
project and carrying through to completion or as far as
possible such as screening the home, construction of a pit
ty'pe toilet, planting a garden, destroying breeding places
of mosquitoes, or insects that are harmful, etc.
3. That every school observe Booker T. Washington's birthday
with a special program.^
Cooperation of the county nurse, county home demonstration agent and
minister was secured. The county nurse visited the schools, administered
immunization shots, vaccinations and gave health lectures. The county^
home demonstration agent accompanied the nurse to the schools and lectured
on nutrition. The minister announced and urged all families to observe
this special week in some needed practical form as: clearing premises of
tin cans, digging a well, screening the house, etc. In the fall of 1948
■^United States Public Health Service, A practical Health Program for
Myself and My Family, Government Printing Office, 1948, pp. 2-4.
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Jones County was the recipient of a Merit of Award from the United States
Public Health Services for the health activities that were carried out during
the obsenrance of the Thirty-fourth Negro Health V/eek, April 2-11, 1948.^
The County Home Demonstration Agent continued work -with the Negro women of
the church coimnunities included in this study. Early in this same fall she
gave several food demonstrations on the nutritive values of certain food
2
and proper preparation of these foods.
Recreation
Recreational resources for the families included in this study were
limited. Only twenty-nine of these families provided recreational facili¬
ties for small children in the home; there were forty-one who did not make
such provisions. Toys (toy animal, doll, a few dishes and in one or two
instances, a doll buggy, bed, and piano) completed the kind of toys foiind
in the homes for the children to play with and enjoy.
Only five of these families provided recreational facilities for teen
agers; forty-five made no provision for recreation for teen-agers in the
home. Toys for the tean-agers generally consisted of an improvised checker
game set, in only one instance, several cut-out puzzles, dolls and occasion-:
ally, a baseball 'and bat. Toys for teen-agers ordinarily fell in the age
group from twelve to fourteen. In most instances, children fifteen years of
age and above worked regularly at home on the farm., in the mills, and at the
Cannery. The major forms or recreation for this group were the habitual
^bid.
interview v/ith field worker. Miss B. E. Lester (Jones Circuit, Jones
Countj^, Cray, Georgia, October 23, 1948).
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Saturday or more often Sunday baseball game, the "juke joints" (both of these
were previously mentioned in chapter three under the heading of recreation),
the movie, and dances at the local high school.
Some forms of recreation enjoyed by all were: the Sunday Schools'
Annual picnics, the Annual Lodges' "turn outs" with a long program and a
huge dinner spread aftervrards; the recently organized choirs and Vacation
Bible schools. The women at Haddock, Georgia had a Sewing and Thrift Club.
Fancy sewing, donation of weekly fund for Christmas saving and refreshments
were the main features.
Religious Organizations
The churches in Jones County, Georgia included in this studj-- played an
important role in the communities. Each church had a church Sunday. Mary's
Chapel church met on the first Sunday in the month. Adams' Tabemacle church
met on the second Sunday and Friendship's church met on the third Sunday.
Sunday Schools were conducted regularly at Adams' Tabernacle and Friendship
Churches. Morning services were held in all the churches on the Circuit.
Adams' Tabernacle church located in the largest community (Haddock), was
the only one that conducted Sunday night services regularly.
Limited means of transportation for these families caused the families
to regard it very much in light cf the comm.ents of Morgan on the subject of
the ear13'- church.
The community church has been a social organization, often supply¬
ing almost the only organized opportunity in the comirainity for people
to meet and to visit each other. It was one of the principal means by
which young people became acquainted and found their mates. It was
a recognized agency for social service in cases of want and suffering.'^
1
Arthur E. Morgan, The Small Community (Ne^ir York, 1942), p. 264.
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Sunday schools.—the -writer finished the first -visits to the churches
on the Jones Circuit only Wo churches v/ere conducting active Sundaj'- schools.
The attendance at each showed room for improvement. The author was cus-
tomariD.y called upon to teach the Sunday school at any or the three churches.
Teaching on the part of the writer was done to demonstrate how practical,
simple, and interesting a Bible story could be told. Sunday school lessons
were presented to children in story and song. Adults were encouraged to
participate freely in group discussions of the lessons and to apply the
lesson to some of their everyday life occurrences. The author urged old
teachers and potential Sunday school teachers to teach Sunday school lessons.
All were very reluctant at first, but continued and gentle insistence finally
won over a few needed teachers.
Vacation Bible schools served as further impetus in increasing Sunday
school attendance and in securing new teachers. Children and adult volun¬
teer workers were awarded certificates for attendance and participation in
the activities in the Vacation Bible school. Volunteers often worked and
served in the capacity of assistants to the teachers in the way of hearing
the children practice memory" vei-*ses or scriptures from the Bible, or some¬
times they explained the Beatitudes, the Apostle's Creed or a particular
passage of their choice to the children. Often they assisted in the distri¬
bution of materials and collecting of material for craft vrork and enjoyed
doing all of the activities as much as the children.
One 3-anday school superintendent made the discovery that the literature
in use v'as too difficult for the average young person and children to read
and believed this v;as the reason for the small attendance. The author pre¬
sented this official with samples of a different type, but left before
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additional work could be done on the problem in this regard.
Two Sunday schools had their annual picnics which were entirely planned
and carried out by the superintendents, teachers, and parents during the
summer months and immensely enjoyed by all.
Women's Missionary Societies.—Only two churches had Missionary socie¬
ties that were fairly active. Nevertheless, one church group re-elected
officers and various needed committees. The pastor and writer assisted
this group with tactful suggestions and comments only when the need for
such seemed necessary. This group of women purchased a runner for the
main aisle of the church through money raising socials of their own devices
and sent their representation fees to two districts conferences held while
the writer worked in this county.
Another group was not as active, but this group through some assist¬
ance of the author and financial aid of the vdiite Methodist Missionary
groups, sent one of its members as the representative for the women on the
Jones Circuit to attend a Leadership Training school at Paine College,
Augusta, Georgia.
By means of talks during the regular church services and informal con¬
versation after services with the women of the church, the writer was eventu¬
ally successful in getting a Woman's Missionary Society organized in the
second largest church. This was accomplished near the end of the field work
experience. Definite programs were planned with the Missionary societies
around the needs of the church. Due to other church activities, the women
were not always successful in carrying out their plans as fully outlined,
but each organization accomplished at least one of its goals even to the
last group that had tried over a period of months to form such an organization
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and finally succeeded.
Steward and Stewardess Boards.—Steward Boards were usually composed of
representative men who were members of the church and were in good standing
financial and as nearly morally as possible. The chief function of these
groups was securing church dues for the payment of the salary for the pastor,
local assessments due for the District and Annual conferences. Three churches
on the Circuit had such boards.
Stewardess Boards were generally composed of representative women who
were members of the church and were in good standing, financially, and as
nearly as possible, morally. The main purpose of this board was the secure-
ment of finances too. Each Stewardess board was reponsible for collecting
dues from the women members of the church, and local assessments for District
and Annual conferences. These women were also responsible for the Commimion
services and any miscellaneous task that the pastor felt these groups were
capable of performing.
Vacation Bible schools.—Two Vacation Bible schools were conducted on
the Jones Circuit, Jones coxinty, Georgia. They were held simultaneously.
One was held at Adams' Tabernacle church during the afternoon hours and an¬
other was carried out at the Friendship church during the moining hours.
Adams' Tabernacle and Friendship's schools had a combined enrollment of
seventy-five. The minimum daily attendance at either school never dropped
lower than twenty-five and this number was only for the opening days of these
schools at the respective churches.
Spatter printing, Crayola printing, and clay molding were the kinds of
art work taught. The children and adults learned many familiar hymns
suitable for almost any occasion. Games (quiet and active), Bible verses.
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Beatitudes, and a little nature study in a direct way with the leaves of
near by trees were used for the designs in Spatter printing.
Highlights of these schools were: the attendance of children and
adults of all religious groups represented in the Circuit; the wholehearted
cooperation of the majority of parents in sending their children promptly;
and the working and playing of the adults along with the children of the
neighbors, with evidently the same amount of pleasure as the children dis¬
played, Support by the pastor and the chairman of the rural work committee
of the Woman's Connectional Council, with the contribution of literature
and magazines by one of the white Missionary society members made the Vacation
Bible school a major success. The clamor for another week and the proud dis¬
play of certificates earned in our Vacation Bible schools by the children
and adults appeared as concrete proofs that these schools were successful
activities.
Social Service
Jones county was provided with a county welfare department that com¬
prised a personnel of two persons; namely, the chairman of the Welfare De¬
partment and a secretary. This department's chief areas of work and relief
assistance were aid to dependent children, the blind, and providing investi¬
gation and means for old age pensions. It worked cooperatively with other
state and national agencies in securing treatment or financial assistance
for persons needing treatment, for cancer, tuberculosis, hearing and sight
for school children, and it had recently secured a new machine for taking
blood co\int. Vocational rehabilitation blind program was also handled
through this agency.
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This public welfare agency did not offer or have funds for providing
for emergency relief. ^Vhenever such cases occurred, they were referred to
the County commissioners (Grand Jury). This body gave money relief to
emergency cases in need of financial assistance. The amount given ranged
from $5.00 to as much as $15.00.
There was no provision in the county for hospitalization. Individuals
or families in need of such services had to apply elsewhere for such services.
The Community Center Project
A primary activity of work engaged in by the field work student was
the Jones County Commimity Center Project. This project had been underway
sometimes before the writer was assigned to work in Jones county. Mrs. B.
E. Mays, originator, continued to be the inspiring and guiding personality
of this phase of work. Adams' Tabernacle and Friendship churches were the
spearheading promoters in all the activities involved.
This movement started in Adams' Tabernacle church. However, as the
project made progress. Community Center meetings were held from time to
time in the various churches of the county. A ten or fifteen minute period
of recreation was usually conducted for the youths and adults attending
these meetings. It was one of the general and new features on the agenda
for these meetings.
The objectives Were to get the people to see the needs and value of a
Community Center building to the community and set up official machinery
interview with Chairman, Mrs. Fred Eden, Sr.,
ment. Gray, Georgia, October 25, 1948).
(Public Welfare Depart-
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composed of representatives of the various churches of the county and communi¬
ties to serve as the governing body of this project. A Board of Directors
comprising a president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer were elected.
An overall committee headed by the minister, the chairman of rural work, and
the writer made up the personnel of this committee. Later the Jeanes Super¬
vising teacher, Jones cotinty, was added by the minister, to this committee.
This group (Board of. Directors) was the governing body in most respects; for
the president of this Board eventually took over the responsibility of opening
and closing the meetings, the participants of the Community Center project
delegated such responsible duties as: purchasing the four acres of land for
the site of the Community Center building; a member of this board and the
pastor purchased the first thousand bricks and three other members selected
as the finance group of this committee, collected all funds reported and
turned in during a meeting and one male member of this board was unanimously
voted as the treasurer. He displayed his ability not only to be an honest
treasurer but also a good collector of promised pledges from white and Negro
citizens interested in this project.
Highlights of this phase of the project over a six months period were
a program and land breaking ceremony held on May 30 with outstanding citizens
of Jones and Bibbs counties, Negroes and whites, participating; and the
presentation by Professor W. Buffington, Paine College, Augusta, Georgia of
10,000 books from an interested religious organization in an eastern state.
Previously, there were no library facilities available to the Negroes of
the county. He also matched the first $400.00 raised with an additional
sum of the same amount which came from the same source as the books. Over
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$1,300.00 was raised and collected by the church communities. This araoimt
did not include the money donated by the out of state organization. Bricks
costing over $300.00 were already on the ground for the foundation of the
building at this time. White and Negro citizens worked cooperatively on
various activities of the Community Center project. The men and women
members gradually asstmed responsibilities as confidence in their abilities
to do certain jobs increased. The women of the Circuit became better
acquainted with each other and their interest in the general welfare of the
church communities increased.^
1
Summary report of work for the six months period (August 194^).
CHAPTER VI
SUKMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study of the Jones Circuit revealed that the Colored Methodist
Episcopal and Methodist Episcopal Churches were jointly interested in develop
ing social welfare activities in the iniral community. Various community
organization techniques were employed to secure the cooperation of the fami¬
lies of three churches in building a community center.
1. It was found that Jones County, Georgia having a topography of
great variation and being predominantly rural had meager material wealth and
natural resources. The principal industries were fanning, sawmilling, carpen
try, fruit growing, canning of fruit and vegetables and domestic work. Only
a few towns were located in Jones County, Georgia but the inhabitants had
access to the two main railroad lines and a daily bus service to near by
large cities.
2. The Negro population of the county exceeded that of the white and
was divided into two general groups, farm and non-farm population.
3. Contact with a selected fifty families disclosed few single men
and women with the exception of a fev; between the ages nineteen and twenty-
five.
4. The father was the controlling personality in the family life of
this group.
5. A few families were regarded as prominent because of material
wealth or social position in the communities.
6. Housing conditions were below standard. In many instances more
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than two persons shared a bed and often there were as many as three beds in
a room. Houses in most need of repairs viere usually owned by saw and
planing mill employers.
7. The need for social service for the families in this study and of
the county was shown in the illustrative cases of illegitimacy, education,,
World War II veterans and the two invalid fathers of the F and G families,
8. Educational opportunities and facilities for the Negro group were
limited. There was a need for educational training of adults, and youths
above eighteen years of age in the community. The educational level of
the teachers seemed below standards despite the regular inservice type of
teacher training conducted in the county. The total educational level of
fifty mothers and forty-one fathers was concentrated in grades five and six.
In this study the educational level of the mothers far exceeded that of the
fathers. One mother was found to be a high school graduate and twin
spinisters-mother surrogates, who were county teachers with two years of
college training, aided in the creation of the high educational level for
this group. On the other hand, sons over tvrelve had a higher educational
status thsin daughters over tvrelve for three yoxing men were discovered to be
active students in the near by colleges in that state and expressed strong
desires of completion of college training.
9. Evidences that the Jones County Health Department had its program
centered primarily in the health of the school child, pre-natal and post¬
natal care of mothers and there was a great need for better health sani¬
tation as pit-type toilets, screening, storage, and preservation of foods.10.The inadequacy of the recreation programs available to the people
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of the church communities was evidenced by the limited pursuits of the youths
and adults. Baseball, local lodge annual observance and the church activi¬
ties were the principal comrnunity forms of recreation. Visiting the local
trading areas and near by towns and city on Saturdays, attending pay dances
at the local school, the "juke joints" and movies were some of the commercial
forms of amusements.
11. It was foxxnd that the religious organizations and general activi¬
ties of the church were not holding the interest of the children, youths
and young adults of the communities because they were not encouraged to
participate actively in the religious programs. The Jones County Community
Center project and the accompanying activities did serve to a considerable
degree as new avenues of meeting some of the educational, health, religious,
and recreational needs of the people. Finally, the author concluded from
the study of the fifty families in Jones County that the chief areas of
social welfare need were in health, education, and general economic welfare.
To achieve basic improvement, a continuing program under trained leadership









Two Three Four Five Six
[
Seven Eight Nine ! Ten Eleven Twelve
Total 40 i 3 8 6 6 2 3 4 4 i 0 3 1
Two 4 j 1 1 1 1
- - - - ! - - -
Three 1 3 1 3 - - 1 1 : - - -1
Four 11 1 1 2 -2 0 1 -2 -2 - 1 -
Five 8 - 2 1 2 - -1 1 0 ; - -1 -
Six 3 - - 0 - 1 1 - 0 1 - 1 -
Seven 0 - - 0 - -0 - - 0 - - -
Eight 1J - - 1 - 1 - - 1 - - -
Median number of persons per household = 5
Median number of rooms per dwelling = 4
Median number of persons per room = 8
■P-
Modal number of persons per household
Modal number of rooms per dwelling
Modal number of persons per room
= 8
= 3 and 4






Brick ( ) Wood ( ) Weather Boarding ( ) Brick Siding ( )
B. Ownership: Renting ( ) Buying ( ) Amount Land Owned
C. Conveniences:
Bathroom ( ) Outside toilet ( ) Pit-type ( )
Screens: V^indows ( ) Specify
Screens: Doors ( ) Specify
V/ater Source: Well ( ) Spring ( ) Specify
Food Storage: Pantry ( ) Cabinets ( ) Comments;
Food Care: Icebox ( ) Electric box ( ) Other~( ^
Cooking: Wood ( ) Coal ( ) Electric ( ) Gas ( ) Other ( )




Father' s Name Age Education ^Church
Father's Marital Status: Widower ( ) Married ( ) Single ( )
Mother' s Name Age Education Church
Mother's Marital Status; V7idovr ( ) Married ( ) Single ( )
Other adult members:
No. adults in home No. adult dependents_
Comments:
No. children in home ^No. children dependent
Comments:
B.Children
Name Sex Age School Vfhy Stopped SchoolC.Health of Family
1. Mother;
2. Father:
3. Childrenl Vaccinations ( ) No. How Often?
4. Children: Immunization Shots ( ) No. ^How often?
5. Other Adult Members6.Use of Home Remedies:
No. visits to local health clinic by:
Mother ^Father ^Children Others^
Comment s:
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No. visits to home by Doctor:
Mother Father Children ^Others
Comments:
General Comments:
D. Economic Status of Family
No. Employed Mother ^Father ^Other Adults
Father: Job
Mother: Job
Other Adult Members: Job
Comments:
Children employed:
Name Age Sex Job
Comments:
E. Recreation of Family:1.Play facilities in heme for small children:
Toys2,Play facilities in home for teen agers:
Games and etc.




VJho do children play vdth?
Do parents play vd.th children? Yes ( ) No ( ) Sometimes ( )
4. Recreation outside of the home:
Does the family attend church ( ) Movies ( ) Circus ( )
Baseball games ( ) Football Games ( ) Picnics ( ) Clubs ( )
Outings ( ) Societies ( ) Card games ( ) Dances ( )
Family's attitude toward children's play
Clubs and other activities for children
Father's attitude about clubs in community for men
Mother's attitude about clubs for women in community^
Types of activities Father desirds in such clubs
Types of activities Mother desires in such clubs^
Does family feel that clubs for cooperatives would be beneficial to
the community No ( ) Yes ( ) Comments:
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III. Interests, Attitudes and Opinions
A. Comm\inity
How long in this neighborhood ^Community ^This house_
Opinion of this neighborhood
Opinion of this Community
B. Churches: Do you attend regularly?
Are you a member of one of the local church organization?
Does your church have a neighborhood or community program for
adults? For children?
C. Schools: Are you a PTA member? ^Do you attend regularIj'i’
VHiat is the condition of your schoolhouse as to equipment?
Repairs Library books Water Supply
Seating Lighting
Do you know the teachers personally?
How far do you expect your child to advance in school?
Will children attend nearby high school? Boys ^Girls__
ViTill children attend college at nearby college? Girls
Boys Do children discuss future jobs with you?
D. General opinions? Do you require regular home duties for your
boys? ^For your girls? Do children have a regular
time to come in after nightfall? Do you always know where
your children are? Do you try to know all your children's
friends? ^Do you give your children a certain amoiint of
money to spend weekly? ^Supervise spending .
Do children have a bank account?
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